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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Kristen Fessele, PhD, RN 
University of Utah College of Nursing  
Salt Lake City, Utah, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for your efforts in undertaking this important project and 
the preparation of this manuscript. I agree that clinical practice 
guidelines should be carefully scrutinized to ensure that their 
formulation is in line with quality assessment tools such as AGREE 
II, and appreciate that your team chose to examine this topic. To 
strengthen and clarify this manuscript so it creates the most 
favorable impact on readers, I offer the following comments for 
consideration:  
• Please define your use of the terms validity and reliability 
throughout this paper as they apply to guidelines. Which specific type 
of validity are you seeking to assess, and how is it determined? 
Validity and methodologic quality appear to be used interchangeably, 
such as in Table 3. Also, in the second paragraph of the introduction, 
you discuss “quality and reliability” (page 4, line 21) and later 
“differentiating between reliable and questionable recommendations” 
(page 4, lines 33-34). These terms have specific research meanings 
when applied to measurement and study design, and the lack of 
definition here leaves the reader to assume your intent as they relate 
to the assessment of clinical guidelines, which is central to your 
study. My assumption is that you intend for these terms to represent 
“trustworthiness” of the recommendations, such as described by the 
Guidelines International Network (Qaseem et al. Ann Intern Med. 
2012;156(7):525-531. doi:10.7326/0003-4819-156-7-201204030-
00009 – accessible in full text at 
http://annals.org/article.aspx?articleid=1103747#KeyComponentsofa
High-QualityandTrustworthyGuideline ). Without a clear 
understanding of what you mean by the term validity especially, it is 
difficult to understand the overall study objective.  
• Please clarify what you mean by “congruence of content” on page 
4, line 52 – does this refer to multiple list items with nearly identical 
recommendations?  
• Regarding the selection of S3 guidelines from the Association of 
the Scientific Medical Associations in Germany – can you discuss the 
apparent assumption that US and German guideline lists should be 
highly congruent? What are the similarities or differences between 
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the two health systems and instigators of guideline topic 
development that may lead to a recommendation being present in 
one set and not another. The tone of the paper, and the rating 
system used in Table 2 imply that a recommendation not present in 
the S3 list is inferior.  
• Please clarify/describe the grade of recommendation system used 
in the S3 guidelines. It is not explicit in the text or in Table 1.  
• The first paragraph on page 5 would benefit from clarification – it 
was confusing to follow when top 5 items versus S3 items were 
described as the word “guideline” was used liberally.  
• Can you expand upon and perhaps provide an example of the 
statement on lines 18-20, “We only considered guideline 
recommendations as equivalent to top 5 list recommendations if they 
referred to omitting test or interventions.” This is key to enhancing 
understanding of the unique purpose of the Choosing Wisely lists – 
they do not represent the full spectrum of clinical practice guidance 
from a professional organization, but primarily only those 
representing unnecessary or unsafe care practices.  
• Page 5, line 21 discusses not considering recommendations 
associated with a low GoR, but that level of evidence is not defined 
in the paper nor in Table 1.  
• Regarding Table 1 – Not all terms and symbols, especially in the 
“GoR label used in Guideline” column are defined. The criteria in the 
“Phrasing” column do not match the language used in the Top 5 lists, 
which are primarily phrased as “Don’t” or “Avoid.”  
• Did your team utilize the AGREE II instrument to conduct the 
methodological quality assessment described at the bottom of page 
5? The citations provided are not accessible to me.  
• You note that your team evaluated only the “How the list was 
developed” sections of the top five lists. This may be more 
commentary about what ABIM chooses to share on their pages, but 
many of the list items were submitted as brief reformulations of 
larger, more formal clinical practice guidelines, and more description 
of the development process and evidence utilized is likely available 
elsewhere. Did your team review only the evidence posted on the 
ABIM pages, or from the full guidelines documents?  
• You may consider combining the patient-related content on page 5, 
lines 47-54.  
• Please clarify the second sentence on page 7 – again, what do you 
mean by congruent content?  
• Regarding page 7, lines 10-14 describing the search results for the 
S3 guidelines – were these all available guidelines at the time, or 
only those that preliminarily appeared to match content in the Top 5 
lists? Were any search terms or other filters used?  
• On page 7, lines 51-52 regarding the lack of expiration dates, is this 
a programmatic issue in the ABIM web page format, or was it omitted 
for the items by the submitting party?  
• Please clarify the statement on page 7, lines 52-54 “All remaining 
recommendations… as stated on the websites of the different 
medical societies.”  
• Page 8 illustrates additional opportunities to clarify what is meant 
by validity and what specifically constitutes “sufficient validity.”  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review this manuscript, and best 
wishes with your future efforts.  
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REVIEWER R. Sacha Bhatia 
University of Toronto, Canada 
 
Measurement lead, Choosing Wisely Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 24-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for the opportunity to review the manuscript entitled, 
"Choosing Wisely: validity assessment of current US top five list 
recommendations using a pragmatic approach" by Horvath and 
colleagues. While this is and important topic, there are some 
significant questions that need to be addressed prior to publications  
 
1) I do not understand why the authors decided to use German 
guidelines to evaluate the validity of recommendations developed in 
the US. While presumably there is overlap, I think it is unfair to 
compare the validity of US made recommendations using German 
guidelines, which would not have been consulted with in the 
development of any of the CW lists. I would suggest re-analyzing 
using American guidelines, or a justification of why this method is 
the most sound.  
2) Without some significant understanding of how a German 
guideline is created (what criteria are used to decide what gets 
made into a guideline, is it a comprehensive list, etc.) the rest of the 
analysis becomes quite limited and confusing, and I am not sure has 
significant validity outside of the German environment.  
3) I found the method section to be very confusing to follow. Are the 
authors using German guidelines, and the presence of other 
guidelines in their analyses? They discuss reviewing the literature in 
making the list, but it is not clear how they judged the evidence. The 
authors did not consider other evidence not included in the making 
of the Top 5 list it seems. This may underestimated the level of 
evidence, as newer studies/results may have come out after the lists 
were published.  
4) in terms of the checklist for guidelines development, the authors 
are using references published after the first 2012 CW 
recommendations were published.  
5) I suggest a figure to visually explain how the authors came at the 
final ranking  
6) Many of the questions the authors raised in the introduction, were 
not fully discussed in the discussion. I felt a comprehensive literature 
review was not completed, and may of the articles were opinion 
pieces. for example, the criticism of the Cw campaign, "It was also 
noted that some lists might be influenced by financial self-
interests.5" was referenced from an opinion piece. I think there have 
been many recent publications, including Hick et al Hematology 
2016 on the hematology list development, Schuur et al, JAMA IM on 
the ED list development, Mcmahon et al, JGIM 2014 on the SGIM 
list development, all of which detail a clear, evidence based process 
for list development. The authors should attempt to discuss the pros 
and cons of these variety of approaches to list development a bit 
more fully.  
7) There are some grammatical mistakes throughout the manuscript 
that should be corrected. 
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name  

Kristen Fessele, PhD, RN  

Institution and Country  

University of Utah College of Nursing  

Salt Lake City, Utah, USA  

1) We used the terms validity and reliability in the context with recommendations from top five lists 

and recommendations from German S3 guidelines to describe the probability with which they 

represent a truthful unbiased statement. We thought of this being quite similar to characterizing a 

study result as being valid because the study was designed and conducted in a way (met quality 

criteria) that justifies claims about the therapeutic benefits or harms of a treatment regimen.  

However, we agree, in the context of guidelines and top five list recommendations the correct term is 

trustworthy. We made the appropriate changes throughout the manuscript.  

We now apply the term methodological quality only to the development process of top five lists much 

in the same way as one would to the design and conduct of a study.  

2) The text now reads as follows: “…Multiple items from different lists with nearly identical 

recommendations were combined and considered as one single recommendation.” (page 4 of the 

revised manuscript)  

3) We do recognize that the importance and impact of different health services may vary regionally 

depending on variables like differences in ethnicity, available resources, organization and access to 

the health care system, local practice and others. But what can not differ is the evidence from 

scientific research for or against certain health services (e.g. the evidence on the effects of blood 

glucose lowering drugs is the same in the US and Germany regardless of the availability of these 

drugs, their use and so on).  

So while it might not be entirely adequate to judge whether a US recommendation is important, with 

respect to its overuse, based on German guidelines, its trustworthiness, in the sense of its evidence 

base, can very well be judged using German guidelines (or guidelines from any other country for that 

matter) as long as these guidelines are trustworthy themselves. In this sense it also does not matter 

whether the top five development groups were aware of the German guidelines or not or what is 

placed in a German guideline.  

Also the fact that we actually could identify guideline equivalents for about a fifth of the US top 5 list 

recommendations demonstrates at least some overlap between US and German guidelines.  

We used German S3 guidelines because there is a very strong methodological framework for the 

development of these guidelines (they have to meet all the quality criteria which are assessed by the 

AGREE II instrument) allowing us to use them without further assessment of their methodological 

quality. To our knowledge this would not be possible with US guidelines. Also in the web portal of the 

Association of the Scientific Medical Associations in Germany (AWMF) all available German S3 

guidelines from many different medical specialist societies and topics can be found. It thus allows for 

an efficient way of identifying highly trustworthy guidelines on a wide variety of medical topics. We are 

not aware of a similar collection of trustworthy US guidelines.  

The limitations of this method are recognized and discussed in the paper. We have now expanded the 

discussion on the potential limitations. (revised manuscript pages 9 to 11)  

Top five list items for which no equivalents in the German S3 guideline were identified were not a 

priori considered as inferior but assessed with a different method (described in the method section of 

the paper) and then classified as trustworthy or being of unclear trustworthiness.  

We have now included a new figure summarizing the classification process in the manuscript (figure 

1). We have also adapted the method section and hope that it is now less ambiguous (revised 

manuscript pages 4 to 7).  

4) We have modified table 1 (revised manuscript table 1).  

5) We have adapted the method section and hope that it is now easier to follow (revised manuscript 

pages 4 to 7).  
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6) We only considered German S3 guideline recommendations as equivalent to top five list items if 

they were “do not” or “avoid” recommendations. Guideline recommendations for interventions or tests 

which were associated with only a low grade of recommendation and/or insufficient evidence but did 

not specifically recommend avoidance were not considered as top five list item equivalents.  

We have adapted the corresponding paragraph in the methods section of the manuscript. (revised 

manuscript page 5)  

7) We have modified table 1 and included information on the LoE (revised manuscript table 1).  

8) We have modified table 1 (revised manuscript table 1).  

9) We did not use all items from the AGREE II instrument. Instead we used a rapid guideline 

assessment tool developed and validated by our working group (Siebenhofer A, et al. Validation and 

reliability of a guideline appraisal mini-checklist for daily practice use. BMC Med Res Methodol. 2016 

Apr 2; 16 (1): 39.) The aim of this rapid assessment tool is to make guideline assessment more 

feasible. It is largely based on the AGREE II instrument and was validated against it. The results are 

reported in a now referenced paper (ref. 19). We could not include this reference in the original 

manuscript because it has been published during the last weeks.  

10) We reviewed only the evidence posted on the ABIM pages and did not search for and assess 

information from full guideline documents.  

It is true that using only this information as the basis for assessing the trustworthiness of top five list 

recommendations is somewhat problematic because no specific requirements for reporting on the 

development process exist.  

But it is also true that for 87 CWI recommendations (21%), enough information was available to judge 

them as trustworthy anyway. Also we wanted to develop a pragmatic method which would allow for 

identifying top five list recommendations with a safe trustworthiness. (It also seems likely that 

guideline development groups using a high quality process will most likely have reported at least a 

short description.)  

This, as most other aspects of our proposed method, will identify trustworthy recommendations with a 

high specificity but a low sensitivity, not allowing for categorizing top five recommendations as not 

trustworthy. Thus in the end we distinguished only between two categories: top five list 

recommendations with either sufficient or unclear trustworthiness. The limitations of this method have 

been acknowledged (see discussion section of our paper, pages 9 to 11).  

11) We think that this comment refers to page 6, lines 47-54. We have now changed the manuscript 

accordingly. 1 (revised manuscript page 7)  

12) See above. We have changed the manuscript accordingly. The sentence now reads: “Of these, 

96 (23%) items represented nearly identical recommendations.”  

13) The search identified all available guidelines regardless of medical specialties or topics. No 

specific search terms were used. Only a filter to limit the search results to S3 guidelines was applied.  

14) We do not have information on the specific causes for not reporting expiration dates.  

15) We could not identify specific information on possible conflicts of interests for the development 

group members in the top five lists or on the websites of the medical societies. The websites only 

provided very general information on the topic. The modified sentence now reads: “All remaining 

recommendations contained references only to the respective very general policies as stated on the 

websites of the different medical societies, but no specific information on potential conflicts of 

interests of the development group members.” (revised manuscript page 8)  

16) See above, revised method section, figure 1 and table 2.  

   

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name  

R. Sacha Bhatia  

Institution and Country  

University of Toronto, Canada  

1 and 2)We do recognize that the importance and impact of different health services may vary 
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regionally depending on variables like differences in ethnicity, available resources, organization and 

access to the health care system, local practice and others. But what can not differ is the evidence 

from scientific research for or against certain health services (e.g. the evidence on the effects of blood 

glucose lowering drugs is the same in the US and Germany regardless of the availability of these 

drugs, their use and so on).  

So while it might not be entirely adequate to judge whether a US recommendation is important, with 

respect to its overuse, based on German guidelines, its trustworthiness, in the sense of its evidence 

base, can very well be judged using German guidelines (or guidelines from any other country for that 

matter) as long as these guidelines are trustworthy themselves. In this sense it also does not matter 

whether the top five development groups were aware of the German guidelines or not or what is 

placed in a German guideline.  

Also the fact that we actually could identify guideline equivalents for about a fifth of the US top five list 

recommendations demonstrates at least some overlap between US and German guidelines.  

We used German S3 guidelines because there is a very strong methodological framework for the 

development of these guidelines (they have to meet all the quality criteria which are assessed by the 

AGREE II instrument) allowing us to use them without further assessment of their methodological 

quality. To our knowledge this would not be possible with US guidelines. Also in the web portal of the 

Association of the Scientific Medical Associations in Germany (AWMF) all available German S3 

guidelines from many different medical specialist societies and topics can be found. It thus allows for 

an efficient way of identifying highly trustworthy guidelines on a wide variety of medical topics. We are 

not aware of a similar collection of trustworthy US guidelines.  

The limitations of this method, especially the low sensitivity for identifying trustworthy top five list 

recommendations, are recognized and discussed in the paper. We have now expanded the 

discussion on the potential limitations. (revised manuscript pages 10 and 11)  

3) We have adapted the method section and hope that it is now easier to follow (revised manuscript 

pages 4 to 7).  

Top five list items for which no equivalents in the German S3 guideline were identified were not a 

priori considered as inferior but assessed with a different method (described in the method section of 

the paper) and then classified as trustworthy or being of unclear trustworthiness.  

We have now included a new figure summarizing the classification process in the manuscript (figure 

1). We have also adapted the method section and hope that it is now less ambiguous (revised 

manuscript pages 4 to 7).  

If evidence available at the time of the development of the top five lists was not considered for the 

recommendation, it should not be classified as trustworthy. That is exactly why we classified only 

those recommendations as sufficiently trustworthy, for which a transparent and systematic 

development process with consideration of all available evidence could be assumed.  

Should new evidence become available after the first development of top five list recommendations, 

an update of the recommendation would be warranted (this is why we have included the existence of 

a formal update mechanism as a quality criterion).  

New evidence might weaken or strengthen recommendations: thus, possible misjudgment could go 

both ways. To avoid this, one would have to do systematic reviews for all recommendations not 

recently released, which is neither feasible nor a pragmatic approach.  

4) We used a rapid assessment tool developed and validated by our working group (Siebenhofer A, et 

al. Validation and reliability of a guideline appraisal mini-checklist for daily practice use. BMC Med 

Res Methodol. 2016 Apr 2; 16 (1): 39.). It is largely based on the AGREE II instrument and was 

validated against it. The AGREE II instrument was available before the year 2012.  

Independent of this, we think it is justified (and might actually be considered best practice) to assess 

the trustworthiness of guidelines or top five list recommendations using tools which allow for the best 

assessment even if they did not exist at the time of the lists` development.  

5) A figure (figure 1), outlining the classification process is now included in the manuscript.  

6) Our intention was not to investigate every aspect of criticism of the CW campaign but to assess the 

trustworthiness of the different top five list recommendations. While we might not agree with every 
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argument brought forth in the criticism of the CWI (whether in the form of results from research or as 

an informed opinion) we used them to illustrate that is paramount for CWI recommendations to be 

highly trustworthy (and that CW recommendations cannot unconditionally be regarded as 

trustworthy). This seems even more important as the CWI has a high potential impact on healthcare 

systems and has many implications, politically, financially and otherwise. Also we think, as important 

as the CW campaign might be, it must be open for the same scientific scrutiny as every other aspect 

of our health care systems. If, as we expect and hope, the CW campaign gains ever more 

momentum, we think it most important for CWI recommendations to be evidence based as otherwise 

they might pave the way leading back in pre-EBM, expert-based times.  

We have now included a discussion of the work by Hick, Schurr and McMahon. (discussion section of 

the reversed manuscript page 12)  

7) Thank you for drawing our attention to this and this manuscript was corrected by a professional 

native again. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Kristen Fessele 
University of Utah, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 16-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for your efforts to consider and incorporate the comments 
of both reviewers in this revision. The paper flows very well and the 
clarifications will greatly improve the reader's understanding of your 
work. While my overall recommendation is to accept the revised 
manuscript, I wish to share the remaining few comments, and invite 
the authors and editors to consider them for further minor edits:  
 
* Both reviewers have queried about why there appears to be such a 
discordance in available guideline topics between US and German 
lists. The additional language added to the first paragraph on page 
10 helps to clarify for the reader that a lack of equivalent S3 
guideline did not prevent a top five list with high methodological 
quality from receiving a 2A rating, the reader is still left wondering 
why only 18% of the top five lists had S3 guideline equivalents. 
Having raised this issue as a primary finding, it would be beneficial 
for the study authors to at least speculate on the reason for such a 
high discordance.  
 
* It appears that the terms “top five,” “lists” and “recommendations” 
are purposefully used throughout the manuscript to refer to the ABIM 
Choosing Wisely items, and “German S3 guidelines,” or “guidelines” 
refer to the comparison group of items. If this is intentional (and it is 
helpful in reducing confusion to do so), please review the text in the 
middle and last paragraphs of page 5, as there seems to be some 
interchanged usage of the terms recommendation on lines 18, 26, 
and the consistency of the term recommendation throughout the rest 
of that page. When describing characteristics associated with S3 
guidelines, it may be less confusing to avoid use of the term 
recommendation, as that term appears to refer to top five lists 
everywhere else in the paper.  
 
* The text on page 10, lines 13 through 19 would benefit from further 
clarification both for the reader and to avoid potential bias against 
top five items without a S3 guideline equivalent but with a 2A 
category rating indicative of high methodological quality. Line 13 
reads “recommendations for which we identified guideline 
equivalents which were associated with the highest GoR 
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(standardized GoR “A”)…” The following sentence reads “A 
guideline GoR below “A” is an indication of uncertain or insufficient 
evidence…” This section would be most clear if line 13 read 
“recommendations for which we identified guideline equivalents 
which were associated with the highest GoR (Category 1A - 
standardized GoR “A”)…” and the subsequent sentences on lines 16 
and 19 read “a top five list item (or another term rather than 
guideline, as mentioned in the bullet point above to differentiate from 
the S3 guideline items, and which by your definition, cannot have a 
rating below A) GoR below “Category 2A” as unclear.”  
 
* In Figure 1, there are category letters (“B, C, D, or No” and “A”) in 
the third level boxes for recommendations with S3 equivalents, but 
no category letters in the associated boxes on the right side of the 
figure (I’d assume it would be “A” and then “B, C”).  
 
* In Table A, the first section of recommendations are noted as “CWI 
recommendations with S3 guideline equivalients associated with an 
“A” GoR”. On page three of that section, noted as “CWI 
recommendations without S3 guideline equivalents associated with 
good methodological quality and relevant meta-literature.” Are these 
all Category 2A ratings? If so, consider adding that to that 
subheading on page 3 for consistency – if not, please note for 
clarity.  
 
Thank you, and best wishes on this and future work. 

 

REVIEWER R. Sacha Bhatia 
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 12-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I thank the authors for their thoughtful revision of the manuscript.  
 
in terms of the main points about the use of German guidelines on 
the american lists, I understand what the authors are saying, and 
also understand some of the limitations the authors are saying 
regarding the ability to search the american guidelines, however, I 
still think it is a major limitation to use German based guidelines on 
American created lists, especially when the outcome is judging the 
US recommendations on whether the recommendations are 
"trustworthy". As I understand it, the CW recommendations all 
require some form of reference for each of the recommendations 
and are present on the website. This was easily searched. So I think 
some more compelling justification needs to be made for why your 
team could not examine the US literature behind the existing CW 
recommendations to compare apples with apples.  
2) Perhaps it is an issue of translation, but I do not like the term 
"trustworthy" to describe adherence to guidelines. I do not think that 
is the right term, as it calls into question the motives of those writing 
the recommendations. Remember, the CW recommendations were 
written by representatives of the different specialty societies who are 
asked to make many types of position statements, and the 
trustworthiness of those recommendations is not called into 
question. I think the language here needs to be changed.  
 
You have addressed my other smaller comments, but think these 
two comments must be seriously addressed   
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VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Answers to reviewer 2, R. Sacha Bhatia:  

1)We are aware that for top five list recommendations, references which support the recommendation 

are available. But basing the assessment of the recommendations’ trustworthiness/validity solely on 

these references poses a problem because it remains unclear if a comprehensive consideration of all 

available evidence (including an assessment of its validity, clinical importance etc.) has been done in 

developing the list.  

On the other hand recommendations from highly trustworthy German S3 guidelines with a high GoR 

can themselves be considered evidence based (and those with a lesser GoR as unclear) precisely 

because there is a high probability that all the available evidence and all its aspects were considered 

in a structured and comprehensive way.  

As for those top five list recommendations for which we could not identify guideline equivalents, we 

considered the referenced literature for our assessment although we did not accept just any reference 

as evidence for the recommendations’ trustworthiness. We judged recommendations as trustworthy 

only if the referenced literature was meta-literature (HTA, MA, systematic review or evidence based 

guideline) and if there was enough evidence for a structured, high-quality development process, 

because again this was considered as the basis for a high probability that the recommendation was 

developed with a comprehensive consideration of the available evidence.  

Also - as we have argued before - we used guideline equivalents for determining the evidence base 

for top five list recommendations and since that should not differ between US and German guidelines 

we are already comparing apples with apples.  

Using US guidelines might not have changed the number of top five list recommendations in category 

1A (top five list recommendations with equivalents in highly trustworthy guidelines associated with the 

highest GoR) that much, because as in general, probably only the minority of US (and other 

international) guidelines can be considered as highly trustworthy (see: Graham R et al Editors. 

Committee on Standards for Developing Trustworthy Clinical Practice Guidelines; Institute of 

Medicine. “Clinical Practice Guidelines we can trust.” 2011).  

2)The term trustworthiness or trustworthy was suggested by reviewer 2 Kristen Fessele with reference 

to the paper by Qaseem et a. (Qaseem A, Forland F, Macbeth F, et al. Guidelines International 

Network: toward international standards for clinical practice guidelines. Ann Intern Med 

2012;156(7):525-31.). In their paper Qaseem et al list criteria by which the methodological quality of 

guidelines can be judged. Guidelines with a high methodological quality are designated as 

“trustworthy” by the authors. Thus this term constitutes a terminus technicus denoting guidelines with 

a high reliability. We considered recommendations and their GoR coming from such guidelines as 

trustworthy and subsequently also top five list recommendations equivalent to such guideline items. 

The term trustworthiness does not describe the top five lists adherence to guidelines, something we 

did not investigate, nor does it call into question the motives of top five list developers.  

Also so far different reviewers have suggested different terms for characterising top five list 

recommendations such as reliability, validity or trustworthiness. In reference to the paper by Qaseem 

et al we think the last term fits best. But we are certainly open for suggestions.  

 

 

Answers to reviewer 1, Kristen Fessele  

1) We have now included some remarks on the possible causes for this finding in the discussion 

section. Also with reference to the findings described in the book by Graham R et al Editors (Graham 

R et al Editors. Committee on Standards for Developing Trustworthy Clinical Practice Guidelines; 

Institute of Medicine. “Clinical Practice Guidelines we can trust.” 2011), namely that the 

methodological quality of guidelines is generally unsatisfactory, we think that considering US or 

international guidelines might not result in a very much different portion of category 1A top five list 

recommendations.  

2) We have revised the manuscript accordingly and wherever possible now use the term 

“recommendation” for top five list recommendations and the terms “items”, “guideline items” or 
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“guideline equivalents” for recommendations in German S3 guidelines.  

3) We have now included the categories in which the recommendations fall and hope to have thus 

improved the clarity of the manuscript.  

4) We have now included category letters also for top five list recommendations without German S3 

guideline equivalents.  

5) These are indeed all category 2”A” recommendations. We have now added this information to the 

subheading. 
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